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The Asian Banker Briefing and Discussion on  

Impact of Russian Invasion on the Finance Industry 

Preparatory Notes 

Friday, 3 PM SGT, 25 March 

Moderator: 

Emmanuel Daniel, Chairman, The Asian Banker 

Mathew Welch, International Resource Director, The Asian Banker 

Key discussion points: 

 Russian, Ukraine Macros 
 Payments, especially confusion on the impact on SWIFT member institutions 
 Supply chains and trade related finance 
 Markets 

o Commodity prices 
o Sovereign debt 
o Russia’s reserves 

 Private banking and frozen assets 
 The future of the US Dollar 
 The role of cryptocurrencies 
 ESG and will the COP 26 goals be derailed 
 General geo-political discussion including China, India and ASEAN 

 

Russian, Ukraine Macros 

Economic outlook for 2022 

 Global growth is expected to moderate from 5.9 in 2021 to 4.4% in 2022—half a percentage point 
lower for 2022 than in the October World Economic Outlook (WEO), largely reflecting forecast 
markdowns in the two largest economies. 

 USA, a revised assumption removing the Build Back Better fiscal policy package from the baseline, 
earlier withdrawal of monetary accommodation, and continued supply shortages produced a 
downward 1.2 percentage-points revision for the United States. 

 In China, pandemic-induced disruptions related to the zero-tolerance COVID-19 policy and 
protracted financial stress among property developers have induced a 0.8 percentage-point 
downgrade.  

 Global growth is expected to slow to 3.8% in 2023. Although this is 0.2 percentage point higher 
than in the previous forecast, the upgrade largely reflects a mechanical pickup after current drags 
on growth dissipate in the second half of 2022.  

 The forecast is conditional on adverse health outcomes declining to low levels in most countries by 
end-2022, assuming vaccination rates improve worldwide and therapies become more effective. 

 Ukraine’s war-ravaged economy could shrink by up to 35% this year if Russia’s invasion becomes 
a protracted conflict, the International Monetary Fund has warned. 
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 In an initial assessment, the IMF said the loss of life, damage to critical infrastructure, trade 
disruption and an outflow of refugees would lead to gross domestic product falling by a minimum 
of 10% in 2021. 

 However, it stressed that the experience of other countries affected by recent wars, such as Iraq and 
Syria, suggested the impact could be much more severe. 

 Inflation in Russia is forecast to accelerate to 20% and its economy could fall by as much as 8% 
this year, an independent survey of analysts requested by the central bank showed on March 10. 
Annual consumer inflation reached 10.42% as of March 4, as the rouble touched it historic lows 
following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, followed by harsh Western sanctions which cut off the 
central bank and banks from the global financial system. 
 

Russia, Ukraine Trading Partners 
  

 

Russia, Ukraine Major Trading Products 

  
 The top exports of Russia are Crude Petroleum ($123B), Refined Petroleum ($66.2B), Petroleum 

Gas ($26.3B), Coal Briquettes ($17.6B), and Wheat ($8.14B), exporting mostly to China, 
Netherlands, Belarus and Germany. 
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 The top imports of Russia are Cars ($11B), Packaged Medicaments ($10.2B), Vehicle Parts 
($8.21B), Broadcasting Equipment ($6.75B), and Planes, Helicopters, and/or Spacecraft 
($4.81B), importing mostly from China, Germany, Belarus ($13.4B) and United States. 

 The top exports of Ukraine are Corn ($4.77B), Seed Oils ($3.75B), Iron Ore ($3.36B), Wheat 
($3.11B), and Semi-Finished Iron ($2.55B), exporting mostly to Russia, China, Germany, Poland 
and Italy. 

 The top imports of Ukraine are Refined Petroleum ($4.3B), Cars ($2.64B), Packaged 
Medicaments ($1.84B), Coal Briquettes ($1.76B), and Petroleum Gas ($1.49B), importing mostly 
from China, Russia, Germany, Poland, and Belarus. 

Payments, especially confusion on the impact on SWIFT member institutions 

How SWIFT ban will impact Russian banks  

 On 1st March, European Union (EU) in consultation with the United Kingdom, Canada and the 
United States agreed/ announced to disconnect/exclude key Russian banks from SWIFT system. 
This came after EU had already implemented three waves of significant sanctions against 
Russia’s financial system, its high-tech industries and individual elites. This 10 day delay was 
designed to give SWIFT and other operators a brief transition period to implement the measure, 
so officially, the ban has come into force from March 22. 

 Based on this decision and in compliance with the legal instructions in EU Council Regulation, 
the SWIFT on March 12 announced in its press release that it will disconnect seven designated 
Russian entities and their Russia-based subsidiaries from the SWIFT messaging network. 

 The seven Russian financial institutions that were disconnected include: 
o Bank Otkritie 
o Novikombank 
o Promsvyazbank 
o Bank Rossiya 
o Sovcombank 
o VNESHECONOMBANK (VEB) 
o VTB BANK 

 Now one would question, why was Russia’s largest major players- Sberbank and Gazprombank 
spared while others that make up barely 25% of Russia’s financial system (excluding VTB which 
is Russia’s second largest bank) included in the list of ban that SWIFT needs to disconnect? 
 

o Russia’s biggest bank by assets, Sberbank and another major FI (third-largest FI) - 
Gazprombank was spared. The banks targeted by EU’s measure were chosen as these 
banks are already subject to sanctions by the EU and other G7 countries. The banks cut-
off from the SWIFT system are considered to have close links with the regime of 
President Vladimir Putin and are seen as complicit, either directly or indirectly, in 
financing the war. 
 

o The two exempted institutions- Sberbank and Gazprombank handle most of the payments 
related to Russian gas and oil exports, on which the EU heavily depends to produce 
energy. As the EU bloc imports more than 40% of its gas supplies from Russia, to 
minimise the blowback from sanctions on energy, EU did not impose outright ban on the 
exempted institutions. While EU announcements did not impose a ban on Sberbank, the 
US included Sberbank in the list of banks that the Biden Administration sanctioned 
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(meaning that US banks cannot transact or have any further banking relationships with 
Sberbank). This is because US suspended its imports of oil from Russia, and it never 
imported any gas whatsoever.  The U.S. Treasury Department has banned the Russian 
institutions from maintaining any correspondent banking relationships with U.S. financial 
institutions, effectively cutting them off from the U.S. financial system. EU on the other 
hand, as mentioned are still buying Russian oil and gas, the current SWIFT ban does not 
specifically affect that as it has not banned the exempted institutions. 

 
 

o Payments for Russian energy exports, for example to Gazprom, are even less Swift-
dependent. When operators buy oil or gas from Gazprom, they make payments in either 
euro or US dollars into bank accounts held by the Russian energy company. So if the 
intention of sanctions is to block payments for Russian gas, the tool is not Swift; it is 
sanctions on Gazprom and its banking facilities. 
 

 But will limiting Russia’s access to SWIFT severe Russia’s banks from participating in global 
financial system? Of course disconnecting it from SWIFT to impede direct communication with 
the international financial system and make it expensive for banks to send payments- is one part, 
however, SWIFT is not a payment or settlement system in itself. It is only the messaging system 
that enables those transfers. Banks cut off from SWIFT could use other systems, like the System 
for Transfer of Financial Messages' (SPFS) system, established by the Russian central bank after 
the 2014 invasion of Crimea, or the Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (CIPS) network, 
created by the People’s Bank of China. As of 2021, SPFS was already handling up to one fifth of 
Russian’s payments messaging volume. Therefore, banning Russian banks from the financial 
messaging system SWIFT freezes their ability to transact with the rest of the world, imposing 
high costs on cross-border transactions. 
 

 As a result of the ban, these selected Russian banks will be unable to initiate payment instructions 
in eligible payment systems nor receive inbound payments in those same systems. 

 It is technically not possible for any government or sovereign to impose a SWIFT ban on Russian 
financial institutions, it is SWIFT who as per directives of its governing member central banks 
has the sole right to cut off banks from its system. What the US Treasury did was not ban 
Russia’s FI on SWIFT but it imposed correspondent account and payable-through account 
sanctions (CAPTA) on Sberbank and Full Blocking on VTB. This means that US banks cannot 
deal with Russian banks or their subsidiaries (more explained below):  
 

o Sberbank: Sberbank is the largest financial institution in Russia and is majority-owned by 
the GoR. It holds the largest market share of savings deposits in the country, is the main 
creditor of the Russian economy, and is deemed by the Government of Russia (GoR) to 
be a systemically important financial institution. Within 30 days, Office of Foreign 
Assets Control (OFAC) is requiring all U.S. financial institutions to close any Sberbank 
correspondent or payable-through accounts and to reject any future transactions involving 
Sberbank or its foreign financial institution subsidiaries. Payments that Sberbank 
attempts to process in U.S. dollars for its clients — with examples ranging from to 
technology to transportation — will be disrupted and rejected once the payment hits a 
U.S. financial institution. The prohibitions of the Russia-related Directive take effect 
beginning on March 26, 2022. By that day, all U.S. financial institutions must have 
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closed any correspondent or payable-through account maintained for Sberbank all other 
entities to the Russia-related CAPTA Directive, and all foreign financial institutions 
owned 50 percent or more by the foregoing. In addition, all U.S. financial institutions 
may not process transactions involving those institutions and must reject such 
transactions, unless exempt or authorized by OFAC. 
 

o VTB: OFAC has imposed full blocking sanctions on VTB Bank, Russia’s second-largest 
financial institution, which holds nearly 20 percent of banking assets in Russia. VTB 
Bank is majority-owned by the GoR, which deems it to be a systemically important 
financial institution. Full blockings sanctions entail full freezing of assets held in U.S. 
financial institutions instantly. 

o Other banks banned: OFAC has also imposed blocking sanctions on three additional 
major Russian financial institutions: Otkritie, Novikom, and Sovcom. These three 
financial institutions play significant roles in the Russian economy, holding combined 
assets worth $80 billion. 

Brief about banks which were cut-off 

 There are 333 operating banks (230 banks with a universal licence and 103 banks with a basic 
licence) and 35 non-bank financial institutions in Russia. A universal licence issued to banks 
whose equity exceeds 1 billion rubles, and a basic licence for banks whose equity ranges from 
300 million to 1 billion rubles. A basic licence provides for simplified regulation, but it also 
involves a number of restrictions. Two-thirds of the banks in Russia hold universal licences (they 
account for over 95% of total assets in banking), while the remaining banks have basic licences).  

 Sberbank of Russia and VTB Bank comprise >50% of total Russian banking system assets  
 Table 1: Selected Russia’s bank by asset sizes and key profiles (only banned banks were chosen) 

Bank/institution name  

Total 
Assets (Q3 
2021-
$ billion) 

Size relative 
to Russia’s 
banking 
system– based 
on total assets 
(2020- %) 

 

Offices outside of Russia/ 
recent developments  

Sberbank of Russia  380.1 34.5 

Pulled out of Europe as bank’s 
European subsidiaries were 
experiencing “abnormal cash 
outflows and threats to the safety 
of employees and branches”.  

 

Sberbank, which had operations 
in Austria, Croatia, Germany and 
Hungary among other nations, 
had European assets worth 13 
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billion euros ($14.4bn) as of 
December 31, 2020. 

 

 

VTB Bank  198.2 18.0 

VTB is making plans to wind 
down its European operations. 
VTB has an investment banking 
operation in London and a retail 
bank in Germany with 160,000 
customers. Apart from that VTB 
has bank branch in Shanghai 
(China), India, Angola (Africa), 
Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, 
Armenia, Georgia, Belarus.  

Gazprombank  77 7.0 

Gazprombank currently 
participates in the equity of banks 
located in Russia, the Republic of 

Belarus, Switzerland and 
Luxembourg, runs financial 

companies in Cyprus and Hong 
Kong, and has offices in Nur-

Sultan (ex. Astana) (Kazakhstan), 
Beijing (China), Ulaanbaatar 

(Mongolia) and New Delhi 
(India). 

VNESHECONOMBANK 
(VEB) 

37.5 3.4 
No info 

Bank Otkritie 35.5 3.2 No info 

Promsvyazbank 35.09 3.2 No info 

Sovcombank  18.2 1.6 No info 

Bank Rossiya 13.6 1.2 No info 

Novikombank  7.6 0.7 No info 

Source: TABInsights 

Notes: Total assets of each bank based on Quarter 3/September 2021. Total assets of industry as of 2020.  

Financial messaging system of the Bank of Russia (SPFS) 

 The financial messaging system of the Bank of Russia (FMS) forms an alternative electronic 
financial messaging channel which is often called a ‘SWIFT analogue’. The FMS guarantees the 
uninterrupted transmission of financial messages within the country. 
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 It came into operation since 2014 (the year Russia annexed Crimea) and has about 400 Russian 
and foreign banks on it.  

 At the end of 2020, there are 23 foreign banks connected to the SPFS from Armenia, Belarus, 
Germany, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Switzerland. There are also plans to link SPFS to payment 
systems in China, India and Iran. These plans may be accelerated to the extent that a significant 
number of Russian banks are banned from SWIFT. However, SPFS is not seen as a viable 
alternative to SWIFT given that the system currently only works within Russia and is subject to 
high transaction costs.  

 No figures are provided for SPFS however data seen from a source stated SPFS traffic stood at 13 
million messages by end of 2020. In 2020, SPFS sent about 2 million messages in 2020, or about 
a fifth of Russian internal traffic. Central bank aims to which aims to up this share to 30 percent 
in 202 

 Compared to SWIFT this number is obviously smaller. At the end of 2020, Russia’s total traffic 
(incoming and outgoing) on SWIFT stood at 278 million. Data shows that after Russia’s 
annexation of SWIFT traffic did decline to 136.5 million messages in 2015 from 182.3 messages 
in 2014, however it again increased in 2016, shaking off the impact of sanctions that were 
imposed in 2014.  

 Figure 1: Incoming and Outgoing volume of SWIFT messages in Russia  

 
 Source: Stastisa  

 

So what will happen as banks are cut off from the global messaging network? What channel of 
payment message communication will they take?  

 Russian banks may choose to deal directly with non-Russian banks in order to process payments. 
This would likely add delays and additional costs to the payments process which may be passed 
on to the payer/payee. It may also lead to payments business transferring from Russian banks 
subject to sanctions to Russian banks not subject to sanctions but subject to SWIFT expulsion. 
We may see more Russian banks joining the CIPS network in China to tide over from the SWIFT 
ban. Russia has already been the composition of its foreign reserves away from the U.S. dollar 
and strengthened ties with the Chinese Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (CIPS), which 
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can settle international claims in yuan. As of February 2022, CIPS had about 1,300 participants, 
primarily in China, and processed about 13,000 transactions a day. 

 However, this will only work he transactions are denominated in renminbi -- likely only when 
Russia and China are settling direct trades -- and both parties were CIPS members. Such 
payments remain small: They increased to around 6% of transactions in 2020, compared to 2% in 
2013. In reality, even as the two countries have sought to move away from using the dollar in 
trade, that’s meant largely switching over the euro -- which is also now sanctioned. By forward 
thinking, it’s unclear to what extent non-Chinese importers or exporters that do business with 
Russia would be willing to accept payment in renminbi. For CIPS to be of any help to Russia in 
skirting the U.S. financial system, Russia would have to be part of a renminbi-centric financial 
system. That seems unlikely given China’s capital controls on its currency, which restrict the flow 
of funds in and out of the country.  

Russia’s foreign exchange position  

 On a daily basis, Russian financial institutions conduct about $46 billion worth of foreign 
exchange transactions globally, 80 percent of which are in U.S. dollars. 

 About 13.8% of Russia’s reserves, or an estimated $77 billion, were in Chinese assets as of June 
2021, the most recent figures from the Bank of Russia. Around 12.2% of Russia’s foreign 
exchange reserves are in France and 10% in Japan, while 9.5% are held in Germany and 6.6% in 
the US. Another 5% of the reserves are in various intergovernmental organizations and 4.5% in 
the UK. Austria holds 3% of the reserves, with 2.8% in Canada and the remaining 10.7% in 
undisclosed countries. Figures from Russian Central Bank show the share of US dollars in 
Russia's foreign exchange reserves fell to 16.4% in the first half of 2021, from 22.2% in the same 
period in the previous year, according to Russian central bank figures. 

Russia’s expulsion from SWIFT, can parallels be drawn to Iran?  

 The US has applied and periodically reinforced trade prohibitions against Iran ever since 1987. 
This culminated in Barack Obama’s executive order in February 2011 to freeze all the US assets 
of Iran’s government, central bank and financial institutions. Iranian banks were ejected from 
Swift only later, in March 2012, the result of which caused Iran to lose almost half of its oil 
export revenues and 30% of foreign trade. So what did Iranian banks to do facilitate international 
payments?  

 Iranian banks could and did still arrange payments in and out of Iran, using banks in third 
countries that were willing to take a margin on these transactions. That was never easy, with the 
US authorities imposing fines totalling nearly US$5 billion (£3.7 billion) on European banks for 
providing this service to Iran. Exclusion from Swift did not prevent them from doing this. 

What are Russian banks saying? – Nothing concrete was available on this, I reached out to my VTB 
Bank connection on WhatsApp but he declined to speak after an internal discussion.   

 VEB Bank: VEB said it was largely focused on domestic projects which were unaffected. For 
overseas-related businesses it would use SPFS, a messaging system developed by Russia's central 
bank. 

 Sovcombank: Savcombank said SWIFT would not impact it because other sanctions had already 
blocked its ability to make overseas payments.  

 Promsvyazbank: Promsvyazbank said it was prepared for the disconnection from SWIFT and it 
would not have a significant impact on the bank's operations. 
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Potential impact of Russia-Ukraine conflict on Europe-Asia cargo railway service  

 According to RZD Logistics, transit through Ukraine accounted for 2 per cent of the westbound 
container traffic volumes on the New Silk Road in 2021. Almost 80 percent of China's trade with 
the EU passes through Ukrainian territory 

 In 2017, around 40 freight routes connected China to Europe. Today, the number has almost 
doubled to 78 lines, reaching 180 cities in 23 European countries. Not only has the number of 
routes and cities increased but also the number of trips. In 2016, there were only 1,900 trips; in 
2021, that number reached almost 14,000 trips. As this number skyrocketed during the pandemic, 
so did the value of goods transported by these freight trains—from $8 billion in 2016 to $74.9 
billion in 2021. The trend even held up during the pandemic, rising by 50 percent in 2021 from 
around $50 billion in 2020.  

 With more than 50,000 trips now made (in 2021, a train was leaving every 30 minutes), half of 
them during the pandemic period, China-Europe freight trains also developed new hubs. 
Although Poland hopes to strengthen Lodz’s status as one of them, Russia’s St. Petersburg has 
already become an important commercial hub that mediates China-Germany trade flows, due to 
the time saved by offering fewer border transits or gauge changes. 

Private banking and frozen assets 

Total net worth of Russian private money  

 Today Russian billionaires control about 30% of the nation’s wealth, much of it stashed overseas.  
 The country’s 23 billionaires currently have a net worth of $343 billion.  
 A 2017 National Bureau of Economic Research paper estimated Russian elites’ offshore assets 

were worth as much as the household assets of the entire Russian population. 
 According to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index, Russia’s ultra-rich who rank among the world’s 

500 wealthiest people have now lost a combined $83 billion this year.  

Private banks most affected by this. 

 The Swiss Bankers Association (SBA) estimated that the private banks hold nearly $213 billion 
of Russian client money in offshore accounts. 

 The Swiss National Bank puts the current value of Russian assets in Switzerland at around $11 
billion.  

 But the Neue Zürcher Zeitung newspaper believes that the true figure, including the assets of five 
oligarchs targeted by the sanctions (who have not been named), could amount to as much as $160 
billion. 

 Credit Suisse had a gross credit exposure of $1.7 billion to Russia at the of end of 2021, 
according to the bank officials, becoming the latest European bank to reveal the size of its 
potential losses in relation to sanctions imposed on the country. 

 UBS had $634 million exposure.  
 In the United States, the world’s largest asset manager Blackrock, has taken a $17 billion hit from 

its Russian investments. 

List of top 10 Russian oligarchs 

 According to the White House, these individuals and their family members will be cut off from 
the US financial system, see their US assets frozen, and have their property blocked from use. 
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The US will also make it harder for these oligarchs, their families, and close associates, to secure 
US visas. 

 “These individuals have enriched themselves at the expense of the Russian people, and some 
have elevated their family members into high-ranking positions,” the White House said in a 
statement. 

 In Russia, oligarchs typically refer to wealthy individuals with close ties to Putin who became 
rich following the fall of the Soviet Union. An oligarchy refers to a government run by a small 
group of individuals for corrupt purposes.  

 List of 10 Russian oligarchs as follows: 
o Alisher Usmanov 

 Estimated net worth: $17.6 bn (forbes) 
 The Russian billionaire owns a 500-foot superyacht Dilbar worth nearly $600 

million that was taken by German authorities earlier this week. Usmanov is 
already sanctioned by the EU, UK and the US. The ship is currently sitting in a 
shipyard in Hamburg. In the UK, his main visible investments are in property. In 
London he owns Beechwood House, a $117m country house with grounds in the 
heart of the city, and just outside London in Surrey, he owns a Tudor mansion, 
Sutton Place. Both have been frozen by UK authorities. he runs USM Holdings, a 
huge conglomerate that involves mining and telecoms, including Russia's second 
biggest mobile network MegaFon. 

o Roman Abramovich 
 Estimated net worth: $12.4 bn  
 Abramovich made his money in the 1990s and was one of the original oligarchs 

during Boris Yeltsin's presidency. His biggest break was buying the oil company 
Sibneft at a knockdown price. His assets include the third-longest yacht in the 
world, Eclipse, which recently left the British Virgin Isles, heading east across 
the Atlantic. His other mega-yacht, Solaris, is in the Mediterranean. 

 He had started to withdraw from the UK in recent years. In 2018 he decided not 
to apply to renew his UK visa, and has instead been using his newly acquired 
Israeli passport to visit London. And while he used to go to every Chelsea home 
game, in recent years he was rarely seen at Stamford Bridge - and now he is 
banned from entering the UK. Just before the UK sanctions were announced, he 
put Chelsea up for sale for $3.9bn. His $119m house in London's Kensington 
Palace Gardens in London was also reportedly up for sale. 

 His British investor visa expired in April 2018. When he couldn't get a new one, 
he got Israeli citizenship instead. 

o Oleg Deripaska 
 Estimated net worth: $3 bn  
 The US said he was involved in money laundering, bribery, extortion and 

racketeering, and reported allegations that he had "ordered the murder of a 
businessman, and had links to a Russian organized crime group". He denies the 
allegations. He founded a green energy and metals company, En+ Group, which 
is listed on the London Stock Exchange, but reduced his stake in it to below 50% 
when he was subjected to US sanctions in 2018. He owns a vast art deco 
property, Hamstone House in Weybridge, Surrey, which he has been trying to 
sell for $23m but has now been taken off the market. He also owns a yacht, Clio, 
which was recently seen in the Maldives. 
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o Pyotr Aven 
 Estimated net worth: $4.8 bn  
 The EU describes Pyotr Aven as one of President Putin's closest oligarchs. He 

along with Mikhail Fridman created Alfa-Bank, the largest private bank in 
Russia. Aven stood down as a trustee of the Royal Academy of Arts in London. 
He lives in Moscow.  

o Mikhail Fridman 
 Estimated net worth: $12.6 bn 
 He lives in London in a house next to Lord's Cricket Ground and also owns a 

huge property, Athlone House in north London, that he paid $117m for in 2016. 
o Igor Sechin 

 Estimated net worth: Unknown 
 He is said to be one of Mr Putin's most trusted and closest advisors, as well as a 

personal friend, and the two are thought to be in daily contact. The US imposed 
sanctions on him in 2014, which he called "totally unjustified and illegal". They 
announced new sanctions against him on 24 February 2022. When Putin was 
prime minister, he was a deputy prime minister, and now runs the state oil giant 
Rosneft. He is based in Russia, the French have seized a yacht called Amore 
Vero.  

o Nikolai Tokarev 
 Estimated net worth: Unknown 
 According to the Treasury Department, as the president of Transneft, Tokarev 

runs a state-owned oil and gas company responsible for transporting 90% of oil 
extracted from Russia. He served alongside Putin in the KGB in the 1980s, and 
the EU believes he helped seize control of Russian state assets in the 2000s. 

o Boris and Arkady Rotenberg 
 Estimated net worth: Unknown 
 The Rotenberg brothers own Russia’s SMP bank together. Arkady, a close friend 

who once did judo with Putin, oversaw the construction of a bridge between 
Russia and Crimea in 2018. Both brothers were sanctioned by the US in 2014 
over ties to Putin. 

o Sergei Chemezov 
 Estimated net worth: Unknown 
 According to Pandora Papers documents, a former KGB agent, Chemezov is the 

CEO of state-owned defense conglomerate Rostec. Chemezov’s family amassed 
at least $400 million worth of assets while he climbed the ranks of Putin’s inner 
circle, including a superyacht, offshore companies, and a real estate business in 
Ireland. 

o Igor Shuvalov 
 Estimated net worth: Unknown 
 Shuvalov was once Putin’s deputy prime minister and is now the head of the 

Russian development bank VEB. Russian opposition politician Alexei Navalny 
previously accused Shuvalov of using a $62 million undeclared private business 
jet to shuttle his wife’s prize-winning corgi dogs around the world. 

The Future of US dollar 

RMB outside of China 
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 By end of 2021, RMB 4,347 billion assets were held outside China compared with RMB 4,024 
billion as of 2020, out of which, foreign reserves and offshore RMB deposits accounted for 77%.   

 
Source: TAB Insights 

 Hong Kong possessed the largest portion of offshore RMB deposit, by end of 2021, offshore 
RMB deposit amounted to RMB 927 billion, accounting for over 60% of total offshore RMB 
deposit, followed by Taiwan, Singapore and UK. 

 
Source: TAB Insights 

The role of cryptocurrencies  

Commentaries on the price movement of cryptocurrencies affected by Russian war 

 Cryptocurrency is now a more mainstream part of the global financial system, which means that 
— for better or for worse — it’s inevitably a part of international conflict, too. This is on full 
display as Russian forces invade Ukraine 
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 According to Alex Gladstein “The fact that it can’t be frozen, the fact that it can’t be censored, 
and the fact that it can be used without ID is very, very important,” 

 Millions of dollars in crypto have flowed in to support Ukraine’s army and hacktivist groups. 
Almost $100 million worth of crypto has been sent to support Ukrainians over the past several 
weeks, said Alex Bornyakov, Ukraine’s deputy minister of digital transformation, on March 9. 
The Ukrainian government itself is soliciting donations in crypto and has raised at least $54 
million as of March 11. 

 The Ukrainian government has already spent at least $15 million of the crypto it’s received, and 
has brought on several crypto companies to help, including FTX, Kuna, and a company called 
Everstake. 

 Right now, at least some Ukrainians escaping the country seem to be taking their crypto with 
them, which they hope to convert back into fiat currency once they arrive to safety. Others seem 
to be looking toward crypto as a way to store their wealth as Ukraine’s economy collapses; the 
country’s central bank suspended electronic cash transfers at the start of the invasion and is 
blocking Ukrainian citizens from withdrawing foreign currency for many types of transactions. 

 Multiple countries have hit Russia with heavy sanctions. In some corners, that’s caused concern 
that Russia could use crypto to circumvent sanctions and move money undetected. As the New 
York Times outlines, the Russian government has been developing a digital ruble, and Russia has 
been building tools to help hide the origins of digital transactions. Basically, if sanctions are 
meant to keep countries and businesses from dealing with Russia, crypto would be a way to get 
around them. 

 To avoid this scenario, Mykhailo Fedorov, Ukraine’s vice prime minister and minister of digital 
transformation, has called for crypto and blockchain platforms to block the addresses of Russian 
users. The Biden administration is also weighing how it might sanction Russian cryptocurrency 
assets, and has already urged crypto exchanges to ensure that specific, sanctioned individuals and 
organizations from Russia aren’t using their platforms. 

 Russia has heavy ties to crypto-linked cybercrimes and illegal activity such as money laundering 
and ransomware. According to one analysis from Chainalysis, three-quarters of the money made 
through ransomware attacks in 2021 went to hackers linked to Russia. In January, the Ukrainian 
government was targeted by a series of cyberattacks that disguised themselves as ransomware 
that demanded bitcoin, before destroying data on government computers. 

ESG and will the COP26 goals be derailed 

A push back on Europe’s green deal 

 Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has caused a major humanitarian crisis. At the same time, there are 
rising fears that efforts to address climate change will now be relegated to an afterthought and 
placed on the back burner.  

 The Russia-Ukraine war shows the deeper environmental implications that go beyond national 
boundaries, as it unveiled Russia’s role in the energy sector at the global level. The horrific attack 
has created problems such as price fluctuations, as a result of  the volatility in energy supply. 

 Kadri Simson, European Commissioner for energy said, “Russia's invasion of Ukraine has 
aggravated the security of supply situation and driven energy prices to unprecedented levels”.  

 Europe has committed to cutting down its carbon emissions by 50% by 2030. With the EU Green 
Deal that was signed in December 2019, Europe aims to become the first carbon-neutral continent 
by 2050.  
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 There’s an increasing pressure on EU leaders to accelerate their efforts to decarbonise their 
economies and reduce their reliance on Russian oil and gas. Shell, the British multinational oil 
and gas company has committed to abandoning major crude oil projects in Russia, amid 
unprecedented economic sanctions by the US, UK and EU.  

 Based on a recent proposal shared by the EU Commission, their strategy is to diversify their gas 
supplies to reduce dependence on Russia at the same time increasing the percentage of renewable 
energy sources in the long term.   

 Ursula von der Leyen, president of EU Commission said, “We must become independent from 
Russian oil, coal and gas. We simply cannot rely on a supplier who explicitly threatens us. We 
need to act now to mitigate the impact of rising energy prices, diversify our gas supply for next 
winter and accelerate the clean energy transition. EU has been reaching out to countries like the 
United States, Qatar, Azerbaijan, Nigeria, Egypt, Japan and South Korea for the supply of gas”.  

EU leaders are indecisive on imposition of energy sanctions  

 EU is mulling over imposing energy sanctions on Russia given its heavy reliance on Russian gas 
for its energy needs which could then have an impact on electricity prices.  

 EU, UK, USA and Japan have already begun imposing hefty measures like freezing its central 
bank assets and closing down the trust funds owned by Russian oligarchs.  

 But imposing energy sanctions on Russia's lucrative energy sector, as effective it sounds, the EU 
stands divided on this decision. A possible alternative that European nations are discussing as a 
short-term solution is sourcing liquid natural gas but even that would have to be sourced at a 
higher price than natural gas from Russia.  

 Both Russia and China wish to exert influence and use their respective supply chains on how the 
EU, US and other economies use renewable energy. They are strategising to carve out Russia-
China mutual dependency.  

 Energy policies are no longer domestic issues but are intertwined with global issues and therefore 
call for global efforts to attain a sustainable future and greater energy security.  

 The war is also a crucial moment for private investors to understand how their wealth is being 
used. Fund managers are forced to think twice before investing in companies and countries that 
are serial human rights violators.  

 Asset managers and private companies like BP Plc also hold ESG shares of Russia's state-owned 
energy company, Gazprom and Rosneft unmoved by the environmental track record of these 
firms.  

 Morningstar reported that nearly 14% of the sustainable investment funds have exposure to 
Russia. The British government forced BP to sell their shares given the havoc the Russian 
invasion has created and social ramifications that ensued.  

 Other major asset management firms like DWS are making commitments to stop investing in 
Russian securities. While others are still holding onto their investments.  

 

 

ESG exposure to Russian war 

 According to Bloomberg, fund managers touting environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
standards held at least $8.3 billion in Russian assets right before Putin launched a war on Ukraine.  
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 “Given Russia’s war of aggression in Ukraine, it is deeply inappropriate for these funds to contain 
Russian sovereign bonds or state-owned energy companies, which are directly funding the war,” 
said Maria van der Heide, head of EU Policy at a non-profit organisation ShareAction. 

Top asset managers with Russian exposure (according to Morningstar data and Reuters 
calculations) 

 U.S. asset managers like Capital Group, Blackrock and Vanguard disclosed large exposures. 
 They total over $60 billion when considering the top 100 open-end funds and exchange-traded 

funds worldwide in terms of estimated U.S. dollar exposure to Russian securities, according to 
Morningstar data. 

 A spokesperson confirmed to Morningstar for MFS Investment Management said exposure 
amounted to approximately $1 billion as of the end of January, adding the firm was monitoring 
the situation closely to assess impact on its investments. 

o Capital Group: over $8 bn (equity and fixed income) 
o Vanguard: around $7.8 bn (equity and fixed income) 
o PIMCO: over $6 bn (fixed income) 
o BlackRock: $264 mn but around $5 bn when including iShares ETFs (equity and fixed 

income) 
o Fidelity: $4.49 bn (equity and fixed income) 

The GDP of oil producing countries last year 

Oil producing country GDP 2020 ($) Share in global oil 
production in 2020 

US 20,953,030.00 20% 

Saudi Arabia 700,117.87 12% 

Russia 1,483,497.78 11% 

Canada 1,645,423.41 6% 

China 14,722,730.70 5% 

UAE 358,868.77 4% 

Iraq 166,756.98 4% 

Brazil 1,444,733.26 4% 

Iran 203,471.30 3% 

Kuwait 105,960.23 3% 

Source: World Bank, IEA 

Will Germany go back to nuclear?  

 Germany began winding up its 9.5 GW nuclear fleet capacity at the end of last year, shutting 
down 4.2 GW across three sites as part of a nation-wide effort to end nuclear power after the 
2011 Fukushima accident.  

 That decision came under scrutiny after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine two weeks ago, which 
raised concerns about a potential stoppage of gas supplies coming from Russia. 
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 The government’s enquiry concluded on 8 March that keeping the country’s remaining nuclear 
power fleet online was “not recommended” at this stage and that it was too late to reactivate the 
plants that had already been shut down. 

 “We have again examined very carefully whether a longer operation of the nuclear power plants 
would help us in this foreign policy situation. The answer is negative – it would not help us,” 
German Vice-Chancellor Robert Habeck said in a statement on 8 March.   

 The government’s assessment of the merits of nuclear power comes after Moscow openly 
threatened to halt gas supplies via the Nord Stream 1 pipeline to Germany following Berlin’s 
decision to freeze the certification process of Nord Stream 2.  

 Extending the runtime of the three running plants would also require a safety assessment, which 
was last performed in 2009. Significant retrofitting would be needed to restart them and ensure 
they meet “state-of-the-art” safety requirements for a longer period, the ministries argued. 

 The costs associated with getting personnel back on board and the safety assessment would 
require a runtime extension of three to five years. 

 A total embargo on Russian imports carries a “real danger of energy undersupply in certain 
sectors,” Habeck added. 

 While the newish German government was initially planning to phase out coal by 2030 in a best-
case scenario, it has now committed to keeping coal power plants in operation and at the ready for 
now. 

 German government spokesman Steffen Hebestreit said the German government’s goal is to use 
natural gas only as a “bridge technology” and replace it with non-polluting alternatives such as 
hydrogen produced with renewable energy by 2045, the deadline the country has set to become 
climate neutral.  

 Europe is dependent on Russia for 40% of its gas, with Germany’s reliance even higher at 60%. 
The EU is embarking on a plan to cut its use of Russian gas by two-thirds this year, and eliminate 
it in future years. 

 The International Energy Agency found that annual carbon dioxide emissions from energy 
jumped by 6% last year to their highest levels in history, as economies rebounded from the 
Covid-19 pandemic. The “green recovery” that many governments promised from the crisis has 
not materialised. 

 Christian Lindner, finance minister of Germany, said clean energy should be considered the 
“energy of freedom”. The country plans to cut its dependence on Russian energy imports by 
accelerating renewables and reaching 100 per cent clean power by 2035. 

 A recent research paper in the journal Nature found that G20 countries spent $14tn on economic 
stimulus measures during 2020 and 2021 — but only 6% of this was allocated to areas that would 
cut emissions. 

 

 


